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Report’s Annotation 

Rapid transition to capitalism after the Soviet Union collapsed in Russia during the 1990s has 

created political space for civil society and Non-Governmental Organizations. One of the 

major catalysts for the late Soviet environmental movement, was the Chernobyl Accident, 

giving rise to the mass mobilization around environmental politics. It was subsided by the 

Glasnost, which gave people freedom of expression. Environmental NGOs and private forest 

companies are non-state actors that entered the environmental policy arena in the 1990s after 

the Soviet Union collapsed (Ulybina, 2014). After the collapse, these organizations were 

scrambling to get state support to continue their activities. Due to the lack of substantial state 

interference, the period was described as “benign neglect” (Henderson, 2011), where the state 

was neither supporting nor constraining environmental activism. As a result, environmental 

activists started lean on foreign funding (Henderson,2022; Sundstrom, 2006). It resulted into 

a shift from their community-based organizing to the professional donor-driven priorities. 

Amendments in 2006 to the NGO law affected fledging ENGOs. 2010 was a turning point in 

the history of environmental activism which is related to Khimki Forest Movement. 

Environmental NGOs operating with sustainable forest management issues are international 

and domestic professional organizations (Newell and Henry, 2017). Russian ENGOs have 

developed close ties with the West, are led by people with international backgrounds, and are 

heavily dependent on Western funding, while facing censorship and constraints from the 

local government. The issue of foreign funding in Russia has created highly politically 

charged debates and resulted in the promulgation of the Foreign Agents’ Law against NGOs 

in 2012. As of December 2020, 30 environmental have been designated as ‘foreign agents’. 

Law obliged that organizations receiving heavy foreign aid are to be registered as ‘foreign 

agents’ which led to either ban or shutting down of many NGOs and INGOs (e.g., Green 

World), and compromised public trust in the non-governmental sector. It affected the 

Environmental activism in certain ways. After 2010, state neglect has pushed activists to 

remain informal and rely on mass mobilization, which created new opportunities for 

environmental activism to intersect with formal party politics. Environmental awareness in 

Russia has increased (source: Institute of the Environment at the Higher School of 

Economics).  

The environmental movement has been identified by a number of authors as the most 

promising of Russia's social movements for the promotion of civil society development. I 

attempt to look at how environmental activism interacts with formal party politics in Russia. 

Engagement with political parties come with certain drawbacks, like- decreased local 

legitimacy, distraction from original movement goals and creating divisions within the 



movement about the extent of proximity to political parties. Therefore, environmental 

activists face a challenge of balancing between staying true to their goals and political 

engagement. 
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